
Conscious Discipline
Becoming the change we want to see 

Part #1



How were you disciplined?

However you were disciplined tends to be how you 
chose to discipline your children.  If you lived in a 

house where people yelled to get each other’s 
attention, that is what you will naturally do with your 

children, UNLESS you CONSCIOUSLY choose a 
different method.

Conscious Discipline asks us to consciously examine 
out discipline practices.



The Brain is...

Pattern-seeking and survival oriented. 

Intentional face to face moments create joy juice that 
includes:

Dopamine-Yahoo says, “Pay attention”

Oxytocin-Helps us bond with others and build trust 
(think of a mother with her baby)

Opioids-Helps decrease pain



Connecting with your child

Connecting with your child through physical 
touch/face-to-face interaction is so important.  

Children want to be seen.  This is sometimes hard 
when we have so many other activities and people who 

are fighting for our attention, but to really make a 
connection with your child, connecting has to be 

INTENTIONAL!



The “Still face” experiment

Still Face Experiment: Dr. Edward Tronick

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apzXGEbZht0


Discipline in conscious discipline is a “we”
● Fear and intimidation separates you and your child into an 

“us” and “then” situation.  For TRUE transformational change 
requires a mindset switch and that we also change our skill 
set.

● Conscious disciple asks us to shift from “Do as I say, not as I 
do” to “Be the change you want to see in the world.”

● Values are taught through interactions, NOT lectures
● Your kids are watching what you DO much more than 

listening to what you SAY!
● We often teach 2 sets of values: One when we are calm, and 

on when we are upset.



Conscious Disciple asks us to…

-Change our perception of conflict

-Change our response to conflict

-Create a compassionate culture



Are you aware?

Conscious discipline is all about setting a goal, motivating yourself from 
within to reach that goal, and becoming aware of the signals in your body 
when you get off track. 

Conscious discipline is not about punishment.  It is all about teaching.

Conscious Discipline is:

● being conscious enough to know we are off track
● being disciplined enough to come back to the track
● being confident enough to know we have the skills needed to 

complete the path



Traditional Discipline Vs. Conscious Discipline

Traditional Discipline Conscious Discipline

It is possible to make others 
change if you have the right 

reward/punishment.

Controlling yourself is possible 
and can profoundly impact 

others

Rules govern behavior. Connections governs behavior.

Conflict is a disruption and 
should be avoided.

All behaviors, including 
conflict and misbehavior, are a 

form of communication.



When we see misbehavior as a disruption, we...

● Demand they stop(You stop that right now!)
● Ignore the behavior (Oh, it isn’t that bad.  Just 

pretend you don’t see them hitting each other)
● Bribe(If you behave I will get you McDonalds)
● Punish(You are OK.  Get over it.)\
● Distract(Oh, don’t cry!  Come over here and look at 

this!)



When we see misbehavior as a communication we…

● Help the child self-regulate!
● Ask the child what they need to feel safe
● Breathe deeply with the child
● We teach the child how to ask for what they 

want/need!!







Connections Govern Behavior
Connections on the outside with people build 
connections(with our brain) on the inside.

These connections wire our brain for self-control and 
willingness.

The four ingredients necessary for connection are:

1. Eye contact
2. Touch
3. Presence
4. Playful Situation



So, what is my job description?

My job is to keep it safe and the child’s job is to help 
keep it safe.

To do this, I must shift from punishing children to 
teaching children.


